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ABSTRACT
A vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) presents wireless communication with vehicles and vehicles
to road side kit’s. In VANET the frequent path failures, the high mobility, frequently disconnected
topology and network traffic density which may affect the reliability of data transmission and
routing. These problems are solved using the UAV supported VANET architecture having
U2V/V2U communication. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), which can fly unconventionally or
can be activated remotely without carrying any individual personnel. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) have been extensively used for several applications. Ad-hoc networking between UAVs
(FANET- Flying Ad-hoc Networks) can crack the troubles happening from a fully infrastructure
supported UAV networks [2]. This work proposes a decentralized multi-layer UAV ad-hoc network
supported vehicular ad-hoc network architecture along with explore the system components. This
work analyses and compares the various false data dissemination attacks and impact of those
attacks on various architectures. This paper proposes four step methodologies in order to monitor
detect and block FDDA attacks on proposed architecture of UAV network. The network and threat
models are simulated using NS3 and the data sets are analyzed and optimized using machine
learning techniques to detect and block the FDDA attacks on the enhanced architecture.

Introduction
A vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) provides wireless communication among vehicles and vehicles to
road side equipment’s. In VANET the frequent path failures, the high mobility, frequently disconnected
topology and network traffic density which may affect the reliability of data transmission and routing.
These problems are solved using the UAV assisted VANET architecture having U2V/V2U communication.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) systems, which can fly autonomously or can be operated remotely
without carrying any human personnel. To date, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been extensively
used for numerous applications. UAVs can openly connect to ground stations or satellites to transfer data.
Multiple UAVs can communicate and cooperate with each other and then construct an ad-hoc network.
Ad-hoc networking between UAVs (FANET- Flying Ad-hoc Networks) can solve the problems arising from
a fully infrastructurebased UAV networks. Along with these rapid developments of UAV applications, the
spread of attacks are also increasing. Among the various cyber-attacks, False Data Dissemination attack is
one of the serious security threats that affect the UAV networks. The UAV’s infrastructures are
significantly damaged by False Data Dissemination attacks through their vulnerable exploitation in the
nodes and applications. Moreover, these threats are seriously increasing by the introduction of the
Internet of Things (IoT).
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Figure 1. Simple UAV network

Applications
UAVs have a great prospective to build numerous applications in both military and civilian domains.
Applications include, Military, Civilian, Healthcare, emergency etc

Research Motivation
The damages caused by False Data Dissemination attacks during the past 15 years created serious security
threats and large financial losses in the world.Some of the infections and damages caused by False Data
Dissemination attacks are listed in table.1.1 below.
Table 1: Potential Damages caused by False Data Dissemination Attacks

To avoid expensive damages caused by False Data Dissemination attacks, False Data Dissemination
attacks defense schemes are very important for the safety and security of the systems connected to the
network. To overcome the problems of False Data Dissemination attacks and provide effective defense
mechanism, clear knowledge on False Data Dissemination attacks is necessary.

Objectives
The primary objective of the research work is to design and device a defense mechanism for achieving
better detection and mitigation of False Data Dissemination attacks on UAV Networks.
The secondary objectives of the thesis are:
•
•
•
•
•

Improve the detection and classification accuracy
Reduce the communication overhead
Decrease False Positives
Efficiency
Minimize Energy consumption

Significant Contributions of the research
•
•
•

2

Provides a brief study on specific cyber-attacks on UAV, especially FDDA on UAV Networks.
Highlights of the related works
Describes the proposed decentralised multi-layer UAV assisted VANET architecture along with
attack model that can occur in such network for improved performance.
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•
•

Describes an agent-based intrusion monitoring, detection and mitigation techniques based on
Rule based Extreme Learning Machine(ELM).
Experimental set up using NS3 simulation results and analysis.

Review of Literature

Proposed Upgraded Architecture
Proposed architecture is Multi-Layer UAV Ad Hoc Network supported Vehicular ad hoc network
architecture. It is a decentralized architecture.
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UAVs will facilitate ground vehicles explore the realm of interest and enhance the property of the
vehicular network. Figure 2. depicts the cooperative networking architecture of the multi-layer UAV
assisted vehicular network, that may be a decentralized architecture, composed of an aerial multi-UAV
subnet work and a ground vehicular subnet work. In this section, we tend to principally investigate the
twolayer networking. Three varieties of communication links are presented within the multi- layer UAV
ad-hoc network assisted vehicular ad hoc network, as well as U2U links, V2V links, and U2G
links,respectively [4].

Features of proposed architecture
•
•
•
•

Scalable
No single point failure
Robust
Minimizes network overhead

Security challenges and attacks in UAV network architecture
Security plays a major role in UAV to VANET communication. This work particularly focuses on
cyberattacks classifications based on their nature specific to UAV assisted Vehicular ad-hoc networks.
False data dissemination attack is most dangerous cyber-attack that affects the UAV network. A malicious
UAV might broadcast a special natural phenomenon like environmental conditions or forest fires to its
neighbor’s. Such attack is defined as a false information dissemination attack. This paper concentrates on
most dangerous cyber-attack (i.e.) false data dissemination attack [6].
These attacks can be classified into following types, Figure 3 shows the classification of cyber-attacks on
UAV ad hoc Networks,
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A. False data injection attack
The resister injects forged information measure data into UAV network routing messages. The
bandwidth misleading attack is outlined as an interruption, within which the resister injects forged
bandwidth data into UAV network routing messages. The goal of this attack is to disrupt the routing
method of knowledge transmission [5].
1. High bandwidth misleading attack
2. Low band width misleading attack

B. The ADS-B attack
According to [05] and [06], an ADS-B attack moreover aims to televise a forged location or spoof the
GPS coordinates (i.e., GPS spoofing) of an objective UAV. Therefore, the survivability of genuine
drones is affected [07]. ADS-B can provide more accurate UAV’s location information at faster update
rate, and broadcasts the useful information at a fixed radio frequency. These signals are vulnerable to
spoofing [9], [10].

C. Bad/Good mouthing attack
A malicious intrusion detection agent, might also offer fake discovery information to corrupt the
network performances [5],[12].
1. Bad mouthing (also known as slandering, unfairly negative recommendation)
2.Good mouthing (also known as ballot stuffing/ Self-promoting, unfairly positive
recommendation)
Table 2. Describes the impact and parameters affected by the false data dissemination attacks on
architecture of UAV networks [11],[12],[13].
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Causes of Attacks on Architectures of UAV Network
These attacks cause, increased overhead routing, propagation delays, low packet delivery success rates
and traffic. Table 3 summarizes the attacks and its effects on the goals of security on Multi-Layer UAV Ad
Hoc Network Architecture.
The security goals of UAV communications include availability, confidentiality, integrity, authentication,
and non-repudiation [7].
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Detailed Research Plan including Methodology

Significant Contributions of the Work
Contribution1: Detection of False bandwidth injection in the Protocols. Backward Feature
Elimination, OS-ELM,GA based Optimized Containment Algorithm
Contribution 2: Detection of payload attacks. PCA, CNN, RandomizedLas

Vegas algorithm

Contribution 3: Detection of GPS co-ordinate spoofing of a vehicle. Random Forest, ELM
autoencoder and Embedding,Blacklist Algorithm
Contribution 4: Detection of good and bad mouthing. kernel PCA, RIPPER,Automated
Containment Algorithm

Node

A Four-Step Methodology is proposed to meet the objectives of the work. The whole research part is
discussed in four phases based on the four-step methodology.
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Conclusion and Future work
This research work is proposed to detect known and unknown FDDA attacks based on their
characteristics (i.e.) disseminating the false data. We have to use NS3 Tool to simulate the network model
and threat model and generate traffic to get dataset. Then apply our four step methodology to monitor,
detect and block the malicious node that performs FDDA attack in future.
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